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Background:  In  the  literary  novel  Kurgast  (1925),  translated  in English  as A guest  at the  spa,  the  Nobel
laureate  Hermann  Hesse  describes  the  treatment  of  his own  sciatica.
Methods:  We  compare  Hesse’s  description  of 85 years  ago  with  a transcript  of  an  interview  with  a
contemporary  patient  with  sciatica.  The  narratives  of both  texts  were  analyzed.
eywords:
ciatica
arration
edical humanities

iterature in medicine

Results: Both  narratives  start  with  hope  on  full  recovery.  Later  this  changes  into  the realization  that  one
needs  to accept  that  some  symptoms  are  irreversible  and  will be  permanent.
Conclusions:  Although  there  currently  is better  understanding,  diagnostic  imaging  and  treatment  of  sci-
atica,  a strong  similarity  in narrative  type between  the  two  stories  was  observed.  Literary  narratives  can
reflect  every  day  practice,  and  probably  can  also  be used  to give  better  insight  in  dealing  with  diseases.
ermann Hesse

. Introduction

The term sciatica is mainly used for sciatic neuralgia, of which
he definition is “pain in the distribution of the sciatic nerve due to
athology of the nerve itself” [1].  In earlier days, however, it had

 much broader use. Sciatica was a description for any pain felt
n the leg, including non-neural referred pain. As the capability to
ifferentiate in aetiology has much increased since the time when
he term was coined, this broader usage is nowadays considered an
nachronism and rendered obsolete [2].  Deriving from the Greek
ord ischios,  meaning hip, it was allegedly Hippocrates who first
sed the term [3].

Herniated disc related sciatica can be treated with either surgery
r medication [4].  In the end, both are equally effective, but surgery
ill achieve that effect faster than conservative therapy. Most

ymptoms usually resolve within 12 weeks without surgery, but
esidual symptoms may  remain.

The knowledge and treatment of sciatica have changed
mmensely over the years. In 1925 the Nobel Laureate in Literature
nd sciatic patient Hermann Hesse published an autobiographi-
al novel (Kurgast [5] translated as A guest at the spa) in which he

escribes his experiences in a Swiss spa in Baden.  At the spa, sciatic
atients underwent a regime of mineral baths, diathermy, quartz

amp treatment and exercises.
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Even though this treatment is hardly comparable to the mod-
ern treatment, it may  still be useful to take a closer look at Hesse’s
words. Hermann Hesse (1877–1962) was  a distinguished writer,
famous for novels such as Der Steppenwolf, Siddharta and Narziss
und Goldmund.  His literary thoughts on a common problem such
as sciatica might bring us to a better understanding of the way
a patient experiences his/her disease and the functional limita-
tions that come with it. In addition, examining such a story may
illustrate the differences and similarities between a literary work
and an everyday narrative. Studying narrative in medicine should
in general be considered useful, for it encourages a more holistic
approach to a patient’s problems, may  supply analytical clues in the
diagnostic encounter and is intrinsically therapeutic for the patient
[6].

2. Methods

In this article the narratives of a literary novel and that of a
current patient will be analyzed and compared.

The selected novel Kurgast [5] was written by Hermann Hesse
in 1925. For this article we  used the English version, A guest at
the spa, translated by Denver Lindley. In this book Hesse described
his stay in a spa for the treatment of sciatica. The book may be
autobiographical, but it remains fiction, and therefore it is not an
ego-document. Passages that describe his observations, feelings
and social interactions concerning his disease were selected and

analyzed.

L., a patient with sciatica, was contacted and asked for con-
sent by one of the authors (JH). The interview took place at the
patient’s home to make him feel comfortable as much as possible.
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he interviewer (MCB) did not interrupt the story with questions,
ut merely encouraged the patient to continue his narrative. More

n depth questions were asked after the spontaneous narrative of
he patient. The interview was recorded and a transcript of this
ecording was made. L is a 49-year-old male. He is married and has
wo children. In May  2008 he developed pain in the lower back with
rradiation in the right leg after manual labour in the garden, and
e was diagnosed with a herniated disc related sciatica. Initially

 surgery was planned, but on recommendation of the surgeon a
onservative treatment was chosen. Currently he is not on any med-
cation, but he still experiences pain and a tingling sensation during
hysical exertion.

The analyses made for both the novel and the interview focus
n the aspects of the narratives [7].  Passages of narratives are cat-
gorised as described by Frank [8].

. Results

.1. First narrative: L

Patient L indicates that in the first months after he was diag-
osed he was expecting a full recovery: “Yes, I absolutely had the

dea that when it’s over, it’s over, and then you don’t have any prob-
ems anymore. I didn’t think that my  foot wouldn’t regain function
nd that I would regularly keep having pain in my  leg.” The idea that
espite treatment symptoms would continue to exist did not occur.
ll his attention was focused on returning to his previously healthy
xistence. The current state was just a temporary one. The fact that
he surgery was cancelled in favour of a conservative treatment
ame as a surprise: “In my  perception, illness is usually something
hat needs surgery: they have to take the ‘bad’ part out in order for you
o get better.”  In L’s perception the surgery was closely related to the
rocess of healing. More than with conservative therapy, surgery
ould entail the promise of a full recovery.

After L had realised that some of the symptoms were permanent,
e developed a different attitude towards the disease. He no longer
aw his situation as a temporary one, but accepted it as permanent.
o, the focus in his narrative shifted from healing to living with his
ondition as comfortable and unlimited as possible and with as few
imitations in daily activities as possible.

At present, L can function well in his job as airport security agent
nd in everyday life, but there are some moments that he has to take

 break due to backache. Although his situation is known among
amily and friends he is not inclined to mention any pain or dis-
omfort until he cannot cope with it any more. “Only when I really
an’t take it anymore I say: “We’re stopping because I can’t take it any-
ore.” So yes, I pull myself together for a while, because I don’t want

o whine: “Ouch, ouch, my  poor back.””

.2. Second narrative: HH

When Hermann Hesse arrived at the Baden train station to com-
ence his treatment at the village spa he was very optimistic. He

nstantly found comfort in seeing other patients whose condition
as far worse than his. When walking with a fellow patient whose
ovements Hesse describes as those of a sea lion he writes: “Yes,

f these half lame, limping folk still hoped for a cure, these people with
ubber-shod canes, if Baden could even now help them, then my small
ncipient trouble would disappear here like snow before the south wind,
hen the doctor most surely find in me a fine specimen, a highly reward-
ng phenomenon, a small miracle of curability.” It is clear that he

xpects a full recovery. He also attaches great value to looking vital.
lthough he walks with a cane, his is made from malacca and with-
ut the typical rubber knob on the end, and thus merely intended
or looking fashionable. He could do without it, he claims.
Fig. 1. Photo of Hermann Hesse taken by Gret Widmann. By permission of Suhrkamp
Verlag.

Later this optimism disappears. Under the strain of the therapy
his physical condition deteriorates. He loses all hope of recovery
and slips into a depressive mood. During this period he lets the
daily routine of the spa, which he so furiously detests, dictate his
life. He abandons the habit of keeping a healthy appearance. His
own  movements are now those of a sea lion.

The period of depression ends suddenly when he gains great
insight during an out-of-body experience. He now accepts the sci-
atica as an essential part of his life. “And so I have not become ‘well’.
I am better, the doctor is satisfied, but I am not cured, it can return at
any time. Aside from the actual improvement, I have Baden to thank,
too, for the fact that I have now stopped persecuting my  sciatica so
grimly. I can see that it belongs to me, that it was well earned like the
beginning of grey in my hair and that it is unwise to try simply to blot
it out or remove it by magic. Let us be accommodating, we  will win
through conciliation!”

4. Discussion

When comparing the narratives of Herman Hesse and L, we were
surprised by the degree of similarity. At first, both had an optimistic
look on their prospects on recovery. Frank classifies this kind of
narrative as ‘restitution narrative’ [7–9]. The basic plot of the resti-
tution story is that “yesterday I was  healthy, today I am sick but
tomorrow I will be better” [8]. Later on, both describe that they have
accepted the fact that their disease has caused permanent symp-
toms. This closely resembles what Frank calls the ‘quest narrative’
[7–9]: a type of narration in which individuals accept illness and
seek to use this, believing that something is to be gained through
the experience [9].

A third narrative recognized by Frank is the ‘chaos narrative’
[8]. Of all three narratives this one is least seen [8].  The teller of the
chaos narrative feels overwhelmed by the disruption the sickness
has brought into his life [7].  The plot is that life will never get better;
no one is in control [9].  Although this episode does not assume the
chaotic form it does in most occasions [7].  Between the restitution
and quest narrative Hesse describes an episode that, if categorised,

would best be called a chaos narrative. He loses all hope of recovery
and slips into a depressive mood. It is interesting to see his story
shift through all three types of narrative. In the narrative of L no
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imilar episode can be recognized, although this can be due to the
ethods used (Fig. 1).
Hermann Hesse and L both are not inclined to show any sign of

eakness to the ones around them. They seem, however, to have a
ifferent motivation to do so. L wishes to assume a ‘good sick-role’,
o not be a burden to his family [7].  For Hermann Hesse however,
his is not an issue. It is merely a coping mechanism during his
estitution period. The fact that he appears fitter than his fellow
atients helps him to maintain his hope on full recovery.

Of course, the limitations of our study lie in the selection of
he novel, the patient, and the interviewer. However, the clini-
al implications of the use of narrative theory pertain to a better
nderstanding of the subjective experience of illness [9].  Moreover
hey encourage empathy and provide a framework for approaching
he patient’s problems holistically. In combination with expressive
riting, knowledge of a sciatic patient’s narrative and categorizing

he type of narrative may  be a valuable tool for optimizing therapy
utcomes [10].
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